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IntroductionIntroduction

� Many people don’t know about some of 
features of Soar and the Java Debugger

� Both new and old stuff

� First commands� First commands

� Then debugger
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Command: helpCommand: help

� Details on all of the stuff here can be 
found using the help command

◦ Can’t use aliases or abbreviations

◦ Good: “help preferences”◦ Good: “help preferences”

◦ Bad: “help pref”

� May have to use “set-library-location” to 
tell Soar where the help files are
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Command: runCommand: run

� “run” command allows you to run by 
many different step sizes

◦ Decision cycle, phase, elaboration

� “step” is just an alias for “run –d”� “step” is just an alias for “run –d”
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Command: setCommand: set--stopstop--phasephase

� Determines where a decision cycle ends

◦ Affects the run command

� Helps debugging

� Example: set-stop-phase --before --apply� Example: set-stop-phase --before --apply

◦ “step” will stop between decision and apply 
phases

� Debugger has graphical widget for this
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Command: preferencesCommand: preferences

� preferences
◦ Shows operator preferences for bottom state

� preferences <id>
◦ Shows support for all WMEs with that id as value

� preferences <id> --object� preferences <id> --object
◦ Shows support for all WMEs with that id as id

� preferences <id> <attribute>
◦ Shows support types for all WMEs with that id 

and attribute

� preferences <id> --names
◦ Also shows which rules created each wme
◦ Can use <attribute>  or --object here as well
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Command: printCommand: print

� --depth now prints WMEs at minimum depth
� Prevents unnecessary deep indenting

� Output is the same for all depths past the minimum 
depth to deepest WME

� Try this on Eaters or TankSoar input-link� Try this on Eaters or TankSoar input-link

� --tree option prints in a tree format
� One WME per line

� Can be much easier to read or parse, but takes more 
vertical space

� Not documented yet
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Command: watch and GDSCommand: watch and GDS

� watch --wmes prints GDS info

◦ Wrong state id is often used when states are 
retracted, but message is still very helpful
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Command: loadCommand: load--librarylibrary

� Can load a dll/so that contains custom event 
handlers or RHS functions (or anything, 
really)
◦ Useful for extending an existing environment 

without resorting to a remote client (which is 
very slow)very slow)
◦ Written almost exactly the same as a remote 

client
� can easily write code to run as remote client or load as 

a library
� But code must be written in C++?

� See “help load-library” for details
� See TestExternalLibraryLib for example
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Other useful commandsOther useful commands

� matches

� memories and multi-attributes

� command-to-file

� rete-net� rete-net
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Debugger: loggingDebugger: logging

� Can log the contents of any window to a file

◦ Right-click window -> Log this window…

� For more complex logging needs, look at 
LoggerJava and LoggerWinC examples for LoggerJava and LoggerWinC examples for 
how to write your own logging client

◦ Don’t run your logging client remotely!  Use 
load-library command instead for much better 
performance.
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Debugger: CustomizingDebugger: Customizing

� Can add/remove/move widgets in the 
debugger

� Can save/load various layouts

� Note: When upgrading to a new version � Note: When upgrading to a new version 
of Soar, existing layout will be used if 
possible

◦ Won’t see any new widgets unless you load 
the (new) default layout
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Debugger: New widgetsDebugger: New widgets

� Numeric accumulator

� Waterfall numeric accumulator

� Custom printing of objects and operators

� Bar charts� Bar charts

� Uses RHS functions
◦ Can be slow since all that info goes across a 

remote connection

� Still needs a little work
◦ Currently only works for one agent (this will 

be fixed)
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Bar charts

Numeric accumulator

With waterfallWith waterfall

Custom object
displays

Custom object
displays

Custom operator
displays
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For more infoFor more info

� “help” command, manual, and tutorials

� Soar wiki: 
http://winter.eecs.umich.edu/soarwiki/

� Soar-group mailing list:� Soar-group mailing list:
soar-group@lists.sourceforge.net

� SML mailing list:
soar-sml-list@lists.sourceforge.net
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